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 1.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC13-01654 
CASE NAME: CITY OF RICHMOND VS CHEVRON 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION ON PLNTF''S CLAIMS 
FOR LOST TAX REVENU FILED BY CHEVRON USA, INC., CHEVRON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued by the Court to February 8, 2018, at 8:30 a.m. 

  

  
 2.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC13-01654 
CASE NAME: CITY OF RICHMOND VS CHEVRON 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION OF CLAIM FOR 
ULTRAHAZARDOUS ACTIVITY FILED BY CHEVRON USA, INC., CHEVRON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued by the Court to February 8, 2018, at 8:30 a.m. 

  

 3.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC13-01654 
CASE NAME: CITY OF RICHMOND VS CHEVRON 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION ON PLAINTIFFS' 
NUISANCE CAUSES OF ACT FILED BY CHEVRON CORPORATION, CHEVRON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued by the Court to February 8, 2018, at 8:30 a.m. 
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 4.  TIME: 1:30   CASE#: MSC13-02656 
CASE NAME: COZZITORTO VS. AAA 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENTS TO BE SET 
THIS DATE SET BY COURT PER MINUTES OF 8-30-17 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Court has before it a number of motions for summary judgment and/or summary 
adjudication, some brought by defendant AAA NCNU, and some brought by the plaintiff class. 
Some of the motions overlap from an analytical perspective. Accordingly, the Court will present 
its analysis and disposition on a given issue only once. Due to the volume of material the parties 
have filed in connection with these motions, for clarity’s sake, the particular motion(s) the 
analysis and disposition governs will be identified by the date and time of the motion’s filing. 
 
Indemnity and Labor Code section 2860 
(Pertains to AAA NCNU’s motion filed at 10:11 a.m. on May 13, 2016 and the class’s motion 
filed at 3:35 p.m. on May 13, 2016.) 
 
Both of the motions this tentative ruling addresses concern essentially two issues.  

First, each side moves for summary adjudication of causes of action related to the indemnity 

provision found in the ERS contract. 

Second, each side moves for summary adjudication of causes of action related to Labor Code 

sections 2860-2861, and AAA NCNU’s position that if any class member is found to be its 

employee, then various property belongs to AAA NCNU. 

This is the Court’s ruling on those matters. 

The Court first addresses the Indemnity Provision. 

I. Indemnity Provision 

Each side has filed a motion for summary adjudication pertaining to the indemnity provision 
contained in the parties’ September 8, 2011 Emergency Road Service Contract Station 
Agreement (the “ERS Contract”). The parties agree that the following language is found in 
paragraph 7(b) of the ERS Contract. The Court will refer to it as the “Indemnity Provision.” It 
states, in full: 

Contract Station covenants and agrees to hold AAA NCNU, the AAA, the CAA, 
all organization members of the AAA, and their respective affiliates, subsidiaries, 
employees, officers, directors, consultants, representatives, agents, successors, 
and assigns, harmless from and against all claims, demands, suits, judgments, 
and losses of any kind or nature, of members, Contract Station employees, 
customers, or other persons, including without limitations, attorneys’ fees and 
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costs, for injury to or death of persons or loss of or damage to property resulting 
from any carelessness, negligence, violation of law, incompetence or dishonesty 
of Contract Station or any of its officers, directors, agents, employees or 
independent contractors, or faulty equipment or workmanship alleged on the part 
of Contract Station. Contract station must defend, indemnify and hold harmless 
AAA NCNU, the AAA, all organization members of the AAA, and their respective 
affiliates, subsidiaries, employees, officers, directors, consultants, 
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, from all such claims, demands, 
suits, judgments, and for all losses of any kind of [sic] nature suffered by them as 
a result thereof, including without limitation, attorney’s fees and costs. 

(Ex. 1 to Biehl Dec. ISO Opposition to AAA NCNU Motion, COZZ00024449.) 

A. AAA NCNU Motion 

As it relates to the Indemnity Provision, AAA NCNU’s motion seeks summary adjudication of 
one cause of action in its second amended cross-complaint (“2ACC”),  the first cause of action, 
which asks for a judicial declaration that Cozz’s, Inc. must indemnify AAA NCNU in this action 
pursuant to the Indemnity Provision.  

The standard governing AAA NCNU’s motion is found in Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) § 
437c(p)(1), which provides, in relevant part: 

A plaintiff or cross-complainant has met his or her burden of showing that there is 
no defense to a cause of action if that party has proved each element of the 
cause of action entitling the party to judgment on the cause of action. 

Relevant to its motion, the Court considers that, based on the language of the Indemnity 
Provision, there are three factors that AAA NCNU must prove here: 

(1) There is a claim or suit brought by Contract Station employees; 

(2) The claim or suit is for injury to or death of persons or loss of or damage to 
property; and 

(3) The “injury to or death of persons or loss of or damage to property” referenced 
above resulted from the carelessness, negligence, violation of law, incompetence 
or dishonesty of Contract Station or any of its officers, directors, agents, 
employees or independent contractors. 

Our Supreme Court defined the defense obligation contained in non-insurance indemnification 
agreements (such as the Indemnity Provision at issue here) thusly: 

[T]he duty [to defend] arises immediately upon a proper tender of the defense by 
the indemnitee, and thus before the litigation to be defended has determined 
whether indemnity is actually owed. This duty, as described in the statute, 
therefore cannot depend on the outcome of the litigation. It follows that, under 
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subdivision 4 of section 2778, claims embraced by the indemnity, as to which the 
duty to defend is owed, include those which, at the time of the tender, allege facts 
that would give rise to a duty of indemnity. 

Crawford v. Weather Shield Mfg., Inc. (2008) 44 Cal.4th 541, 558 (quotation marks omitted; 
emphasis in original). 

Plainly, the lawsuit was brought by Contract Station employees. With respect to the third prong, 
under Crawford, the Court is required to examine the claims at issue in this litigation at the time 
of tender and determine if they alleged facts that, if true, would give rise to a duty on the part of 
Cozz’s to indemnify and/or defend AAA NCNU under the Indemnity Provision.  

It is not disputed that AAA NCNU tendered its defense claim to Cozz’s on March 18, 2014, and 
that on March 31, 2014, Cozz’s declined to provide the requested defense. (Exs. B-C to Ortman 
Dec. ISO AAA NCNU Motion.)  

At that time, the operative complaint in this matter was the original complaint, which was filed on 
December 19, 2013. The Court has examined that pleading carefully. Even if every fact therein 
is assumed to be true, the Court cannot conclude that any injury to or death of persons or loss 
of or damage to property was alleged to have resulted from Cozz’s carelessness, negligence, 
violation of law, incompetence or dishonesty. The complaint does not allege that Cozz’s violated 
any law, or was careless, negligent, incompetent or dishonest. Rather, the complaint alleges 
that AAA NCNU violated various sections of the Labor Code by misclassifying those engaged in 
providing ERS to AAA NCNU members as independent contractors, when they should have 
been treated as employees.  

AAA NCNU has a theory that even if misclassification were found, that finding necessarily would 
entail a further finding that Cozz’s (and other contract stations included in the class) was a joint 
employer, liable for some or all of the damages flowing from misclassification. That may well be. 
But that is AAA NCNU’s theory of how the case might proceed. It is not what the Plaintiffs 
alleged in the complaint. And it is the allegations in the complaint, as they existed at the time of 
tender, combined with the extrinsic facts available to the Cozz’s at the time of tender, that 
control the analysis of whether a duty to defend under a non-insurance indemnification 
agreement is owed. See CNA Casualty of California v. Seaboard Surety Co. (1986) 176 
Cal.App.3d 598, 605. 

The Court in Gunderson v. Fire Ins. Exchange (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1106 said coverage 
cannot be created by facts extrinsic to the complaint when those facts “come from speculation 
about how [underlying plaintiff] might have (but did not) amend her complaint at some future 
date … insureds themselves may not manufacture coverage by speculating about unpled third 
party claims.” Id. at p. 1117. Here, AAA NCNU’s theory is analogous to such speculation. The 
class has not alleged that the Cozzitortos or their business entity violated any law, and the class 
has not alleged that Cozz’s is a joint employer of any particular class member. That is AAA 
NCNU’s speculation concerning a legal theory that class members (e.g., tow truck drivers) could 
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potentially assert against Cozz’s to support potential recovery against Cozz’s. But, again, the 
class has not alleged that Cozz’s violated any law, or engaged in any carelessness, negligence, 
violation of law, incompetence, or dishonesty, and the class does not seek any relief from 
Cozz’s.  

AAA NCNU’s speculation that Cozz’s might ultimately be found to be a joint employer, and AAA 
NCNU’s position that class members could sue contract stations, asserting that contract stations 
are joint employers, does not control the analysis of whether Cozz’s owed AAA NCNU a duty of 
defense under the Indemnity Provision.  

With respect to indemnity, the Court could not grant summary adjudication in AAA NCNU’s favor 
at this stage of the litigation. AAA NCNU itself acknowledges this, in its opposition to the class’s 
motion on this topic: “[t]o the extent the Cozzitortos were denied overtime wages, that was the 
result of their direct employer—Cozz’s—violation of law.” (Opp. 9:21-22; emphasis added.) As 
the quoted passage recognizes, it has not been decided (among other things) if the Cozzitortos 
were denied overtime wages. AAA NCNU has not suffered any damages, and thus no indemnity 
obligation on the part of Cozz’s could have arisen at present, irrespective of any other 
contentions or arguments the parties make. Thus, it is premature to decide if there is an 
indemnity obligation. Put another way, this case may resolve in a manner that results in no 
damages awarded against AAA NCNU. In that instance, there would be nothing to indemnify. 

The Court concludes that AAA NCNU has failed to demonstrate that the pleading operative at 
the time of tender alleges, or that Cozz’s knew of, from extrinsic facts available to it at the time 
of tender, any injury to or death of persons or loss of or damage to property resulting from 
Cozz’s carelessness, negligence, violation of law, incompetence or dishonesty. As a result, AAA 
NCNU has not established that a duty to defend arose at the time of tender. AAA NCNU’s 
motion, as it relates to the Indemnity Provision, is denied. 

As a separate and independent basis for denying AAA NCNU’s motion, the Court adopts its 
analysis below concerning the phrase “loss of or damage to property.” 

B. The Class’s Motion 

The class says that AAA NCNU’s causes of action for declaratory relief, contractual indemnity, 
and equitable indemnity all are premised on the Indemnity Provision and must fail because the 
relief sought misreads the Indemnity Provision. 

As discussed above, AAA NCNU has a theory that Cozz’s was a joint employer of some class 
members, and as a result, bears at least some responsibility for any damages that flow from the 
employment relationship. The class responds by arguing that the Indemnity Provision was 
meant only to apply to damage to personal property, not wage and hour and employee 
misclassification claims. According to the class, even if Cozz’s were found to be a joint 
employer, it still would not owe a duty to indemnify AAA NCNU in this matter. 

The Court agrees with the class. The Indemnity Provision simply does not contemplate requiring 
Cozz’s (or other contract stations) to indemnify AAA NCNU for damages AAA NCNU has to pay 
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for labor code violations.  

Civil Code section 1644 says: 

The words of a contract are to be understood in their ordinary and popular sense, 
rather than according to their strict legal meaning; unless used by the parties in a 
technical sense, or unless a special meaning is given to them by usage, in which 
case the latter must be followed. 

Civil Code section 1648 says: 

However broad may be the terms of a contract, it extends only to those things 
concerning which it appears the parties intended to contract. 

Civil Code section 1641 says: 

The whole of a contract is to be taken together, so as to give effect to every part, 
if reasonably practicable, each clause helping to interpret the other. 

Finally, Civil Code section 1654 says: 

In cases of uncertainty not removed by the preceding rules, the language of a 
contract should be interpreted most strongly against the party who caused the 
uncertainty to exist. 

Taken together, these sections compel the conclusion that the phrase “loss of or damage to 
property” in the Indemnity Provision cannot encompass wage and hour violations, or damages 
flowing from misclassification.  

Starting with section 1644, the ordinary and popular sense of the phrase “loss of or damage to 
property” is some tangible injury to physical property. For example, a dent in a car door would 
be “loss of or damage to property” in that phrase’s ordinary and popular sense. If, through 
negligence, Cozz’s Inc. or those engaged by Cozz’s to provide ERS dented an AAA NCNU 
member’s car in the course of rendering ERS, and the AAA NCNU member then sued AAA 
NCNU for that damage, that would almost certainly be covered by the Indemnity Provision. By 
contrast, the deprivation of intangible things is not ordinarily or popularly thought of as “loss of or 
damage to property.” For example, earned but unpaid employment benefits might, in a strict 
legal sense, constitute “property” and the deprivation of those things might, in a strict legal 
sense, constitute “damage” to that “property,” but that is only in a strict legal sense. 

Sections 1648 and 1641 are best thought of together. In essence, those sections instruct the 
Court to examine the contract and determine its overall scope. The Court is to determine what 
matters the contract does and does not cover. The contract at issue here governs the 
relationship between Cozz’s and AAA NCNU concerning the provision of ERS to AAA NCNU 
members. It is entirely foreseeable that as part of that relationship, an individual working for 
Cozz’s could negligently damage an AAA NCNU member’s property. The whole of the contract 
evinces an intent to limit its scope to defining the rights and obligations of the parties related to 
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providing ERS to AAA NCNU members. There is no discernible intent to cover the possibility of 
wage and hour litigation between AAA NCNU and those serving AAA NCNU members through 
Cozz’s or other contract stations. 

Finally, even to the extent it was ambiguous what the phrase “loss of or damage to property” 
meant, the Court would be required to construe that ambiguity against AAA NCNU, the drafter of 
what appears to be an adhesion contract. That provides a separate and independent reason to 
conclude that the phrase “loss of or damage to property” does not include the claims at issue in 
this case. 

As to AAA NCNU’s causes of action for declaratory relief, contractual indemnity, and equitable 
indemnity, the class’s motion is granted. 

II. Labor Code section 2860 

The parties previously invited the Court to issue an advisory opinion on this issue, and the Court 
declined to do so. For all the reasons previously articulated, the Court again declines to rule on 
a hypothetical. The parties ask the Court to first assume that AAA NCNU misclassified class 
members and that therefore class members should be treated as employees. The Court is then 
asked to rule on the applicability of, inter alia, Labor Code section 2860 to those assumed-to-be 
employees. 

But the core dispute in this case is whether AAA NCNU misclassified anyone. Certainly, AAA 
NCNU has not conceded that it misclassified any class member. Until it is decided that AAA 
NCNU either did or did not misclassify class members, the Court would be ruling on a 
hypothetical. 

The Court is cognizant that a ruling on this issue might aid potential settlement discussions 
between the parties. That is not sufficient to overcome the rule that the Court is not to issue 
advisory opinions, and so the Court declines to do so. For that reason, the motions (both AAA 
NCNU and the Class have brought motions related to Labor Code section 2860), as they relate 
to Labor Code section 2860, are denied without prejudice. If there comes a time in this litigation 
when a determination concerning misclassification has been made, the parties are free to raise 
these arguments at that time. 
 
Breach of Contract 
 
(Pertains to AAA NCNU’s motion filed at 3:38 p.m. on May 13, 2016.) 
 
This tentative ruling addresses one of the motions made by AAA NCNU, relating to the class’s 

claims that AAA NCNU breached the contract between it and the various contract stations. 

AAA NCNU argues that with respect to 1T, On-the-Go, and Mutiple Services calls, its conduct 

did not breach the relevant contract. Further, AAA NCNU contends that because the relevant 
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contract was between two corporate entities (i.e., Cozz’s/other contract stations and AAA 

NCNU), any breach would not constitute a violation of Business & Professions Code section 

17200 (“17200”). 

The disposition of the motion is governed in the first instance by the relevant contract and its 

accompanying rate endorsement. 

Relevant to this motion, paragraph 5(a) to the September 8, 2011 contract (the “Contract” or 

“ERS Contract”) says: 

Subject to the limitations referred to in Section 3, AAA NCNU will pay Contract 
Station only to the extent it is obligated to pay, in accordance with the rate 
schedule set forth in a written endorsement, for emergency road service 
rendered to Customers, as such services are limited and defined by this 
Agreement, in the latest edition of the Contract Station Service Guide or in 
accordance with written bulletins or other materials issued by AAA NCNU. In its 
sole discretion, from time to time, AAA NCNU may increase or decrease rates by 
amending the rate schedule in writing. 

(Ex. 1 to Biehl Dec. ISO Oppo., COZZ00024447.)  

The Court adopts the parties’ convention and refers to the “rate schedule set forth in a written 
endorsement” referenced above as the “Rate Endorsement.” The Rate Endorsement provides, 
in relevant part: 

AAA NCNU will pay Contract Station the following rates* on a per-call basis for 
authorized and properly completed service: 

… 

Service Rate Includes: 

1) All calls by service type (Light Service vs. Tow, as defined in the RFP and 
mapped to dispatch call codes) and use of any service equipment. 

2) Up to 25 miles en route to vehicle from base mileage location. 

3) Up to 30 minutes time on scene for winching/recoveries. 

4) Up to 25 miles of towing from point of disablement. 

Exceptions: 

1) ½ Service Rate will be paid for a call: 

a. Canceled while service vehicle was en route to the disablement (after the 
first five minutes) 

b. Responded to and service vehicle arrived on scene, but service was not 
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completed (NSR). 

c. Responded to and no vehicle or member was found (GOA). 

(Ex. B to Ortman Dec. ISO AAA NCNU Motion, D001148-R.) 

“Tow service” and “light service” are defined in the RFP as follows: 

Light Service: Any service that does not require the Member to be towed. 
Examples include, but are not limited to, the following: flat tire, battery jump start, 
battery replacement, fuel delivery, minor mechanical problems, and lockouts. 

Tow Service: Any service that requires the Member to be towed. Examples 
include, but are not limited to, the following: use of wheel lift, flat bed or other 
vehicle to tow, or vehicle extrication. 

(Ex. C to Ortman Dec. ISO AAA NCNU Motion, RFP Page 5 of 37, COZZ00024709.) 

The crux of AAA NCNU’s argument is that the Rate Endorsement creates two mutually 
exclusive payment scenarios. 

First, if a call results in a completed light service or a completed tow service, AAA NCNU must 
pay for that service on a per-call basis, and the dispatch code is not relevant to computing the 
appropriate amount to be paid.  

Second, if one of the three exceptions identified in the Rate Endorsement occurs, AAA NCNU 
must pay one-half the service rate, and the service rate is defined in part by the dispatch code. 
According to AAA NCNU, the dispatch code is relevant to determining the appropriate payment 
only if one of the exceptions identified in the Rate Endorsement occurs. 

The Court considers 1T, On-the-Go, and Multiple Services separately below. 

1T 

There does not seem to be a dispute as to what constitutes a 1T scenario. It is a scenario where 
two service vehicles are dispatched to assist an AAA NCNU member. The second vehicle is 
always a tow vehicle. The first vehicle can be either a light service vehicle or a tow vehicle. 

AAA NCNU’s uniform practice is to pay one-half the light service rate for the first vehicle, and 
the tow service rate for the second vehicle; that much is not disputed. 

For purposes of this motion, the dispute pertains to the appropriate payment for the first vehicle; 
the parties seem to agree that for the second vehicle, it was appropriate for AAA NCNU to pay 
the full tow service rate. 

The class contends that if the first vehicle is a light service vehicle, then AAA NCNU owes the 
full light service rate, because the light service vehicle completed service. If the first vehicle is a 
tow service vehicle, then AAA NCNU owes one-half the tow service rate (not one-half the light 
service rate). 
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AAA NCNU’s position is that the dispatch code is irrelevant to what it pays for the first vehicle, 
because no exception applies, and that its conduct did not breach the contract. AAA NCNU says 
that the exception payment structure “is not material to determining payment requirements for 
1T … because none of the three ‘exceptions’ listed occurred during those types of calls.” (Reply 
at 4:16-19.)  

AAA NCNU’s position is confusing. The payment provision in the ERS Contract requires AAA 
NCNU to pay for service “only to the extent it is obligated to pay, in accordance with the [Rate 
Endorsement].” If the 1T scenario results only in a single completed service call, for tow service, 
why then does AAA NCNU pay both the full tow service rate (presumably for the second 
vehicle) and one-half the light service rate (which looks like the payment required for an 
exception, and presumably relates to the first vehicle dispatched)? That question is not 
answered satisfactorily.  

In its reply, AAA NCNU says that it was not obligated to pay anything for the first vehicle. (Reply 
5:8-9.) AAA NCNU contends that paying one-half the light service rate for the first vehicle was 
totally gratuitous on its part. But the contract only requires AAA NCNU to pay to the extent it is 
obligated to pay, and the Court finds it very difficult to accept the proposition that AAA NCNU, as 
a uniform practice, gratuitously paid contract stations amounts it believed it was not obligated to 
pay under the ERS Contract and/or Rate Endorsement. That explanation is not supported by 
any evidence, and at least for purposes of ruling on this motion, the Court rejects it. The fact that 
AAA NCNU pays more than just the tow service rate indicates that AAA NCNU believes it is 
obligated to pay something for the first vehicle. That undermines AAA NCNU’s position that a 1T 
scenario results only in a single completed service call, requiring only a single payment. As to 
1T scenarios, if the Court rejects AAA NCNU’s position that only a single completed service call 
occurred, then the basis for finding that AAA NCNU’s conduct complied with the Contract and 
Rate Endorsement falls away. 

As to 1T, the motion is denied. AAA NCNU has not established that it did what the contract 
required. AAA NCNU’s own conduct suggests that two payments are required in a 1T scenario. 
Further, what the first payment ought to be is not clear from the present record. Consider the 
example where in a 1T scenario, the first vehicle dispatched is a tow service vehicle, but that 
vehicle cannot complete service, requiring a second tow service vehicle to be dispatched. The 
Rate Endorsement requires one-half the “service rate” to be paid. The Rate Endorsement also 
clearly contemplates separate service rates – a light service rate and a tow service rate. But in 
the context of Exception 1.b, the Rate Endorsement requires one-half the service rate. It does 
not specify whether “the service rate” means the tow service rate, the light service rate, or 
either, depending on context. At a minimum, AAA NCNU has not made a sufficient showing to 
carry its burden and convince the Court that paying one-half the light service rate when the first 
vehicle dispatched is a tow service vehicle is not a breach of the contract. 

On-the-Go 

The parties seem to agree that an On-the-Go scenario is when the dispatch code requires the 
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Contract Station to dispatch a tow service vehicle, but then the technician succeeds in solving 
the AAA NCNU member’s problem such that the member does not require a tow. The parties 
also agree that AAA NCNU pays the full light service rate when the service technician 
completes service in a manner that does not require the member’s vehicle be towed. 

The class contends that because a tow service vehicle was dispatched, the full tow service rate 
should have been paid. 

AAA NCNU contends that because the completed service was not a tow service as defined in 
the RFP, and it is required to pay based only on a properly authorized and completed service, 
that its paying the light service rate in On-the-Go situations was proper. 

The motion is denied as to On-the-Go scenarios. The Court rejects AAA NCNU’s argument that 
the dispatch code is irrelevant unless there is an exception. The dispatch code is mentioned 
under the heading “Service Rate includes,” which precedes the heading for “exceptions.” 

When a contract station responds to a call from an AAA NCNU member, the contract station is 
entitled to the service rate. That raises the question: which service rate is to be paid? The light 
service rate? The tow service rate?  

When AAA NCNU pays a contract station the service rate, its payment of that service rate 
encompasses the things enumerated under the heading “Service Rate includes.” The first item 
is “all calls by service type (Light Service vs. Tow, as defined in the RFP and mapped to 
dispatch call codes).” So, the plain language of the Rate Endorsement indicates that paying 
the Light Service Rate properly pays for, among other things, a Light Service Call. Paying the 
Tow Service Rate properly pays for, among other things, a Tow Service Call. 

In other words, it is a call that is categorized by service type for payment purposes. It is not 
necessarily only the completed service that is categorized. (Although the Court imagines that in 
the majority of instances, the call and the completed service would both be categorized the 
same.) The two categories are Light Service and Tow, as defined in the RFP. So a call is either 
a Light Service Call or a Tow Service Call.  

At the time the call is received, there is no way to foresee precisely what actual service will be 
rendered. But a contract station still needs to know what vehicle to dispatch. That is at least one 
purpose of the dispatch codes. They define the “service type” of the call (which the Rate 
Endorsement recognizes in the language quoted above). In the context of the overall contract, 
this makes sense, too: it is more expensive for a contract station to dispatch a tow service 
vehicle than a light service vehicle, so when a call requires a contract station to dispatch a tow 
service vehicle (based on the dispatch code), it makes sense that the contract station would be 
compensated at the higher tow service rate; it responded with a tow service vehicle because the 
particular dispatch call code required the dispatching of a tow service. Put another way, the 
contract station responded to a tow service call with a tow service vehicle. Surely it cannot be 
that when the dispatch code calls for a tow service vehicle, it would be acceptable for a contract 
station to send a light service vehicle to the member’s location. 
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It is true that a contract station is not entitled to be paid the service rate for a call if there has not 
been “authorized and properly completed service,” but there is no special meaning attached to 
that phrase. Indeed, AAA NCNU seems to want to have it both ways. Its papers are replete with 
contentions that AAA NCNU is obligated to pay on a per-call basis, but it then seems to want to 
categorize that payment without any reference to the call for which it is paying. The Court rejects 
that position. 

Multiple Services 

Here, the Court can find no support in the Rate Endorsement for the class’s theory that AAA 
NCNU was required to pay more than one service rate for one particular call. The Rate 
Endorsement says AAA NCNU will pay on a “per-call basis.” The opposition says that the Rate 
Endorsement requires AAA NCNU pay a contract station for “each authorized and properly 
completed service.” (Opp. 5:9-10.) But the Court does not see in the Rate Endorsement any 
requirement that AAA NCNU pay for each service that is rendered as part of a single member 
call, and the class does not point to any language in the ERS Contract or the Rate Endorsement 
that supports its position. 

Additionally, and as set forth above, the Rate Endorsement indicates that the Service Rate 
includes “all calls by service type.” This further reinforces the conclusion that a single service 
vehicle rendering multiple services to an AAA NCNU member in response to a single call 
requires the payment of a single service rate. 

As to multiple services, the motion is granted. 

Section 17200 

“[W]here a UCL action is based on contracts not involving either the public in general or 
individual consumers who are parties to the contracts, a corporate plaintiff may not rely on the 
UCL for the relief it seeks.” Linear Technology Corp. v. Applied Materials, Inc. (2007) 152 
Cal.App.4th 115, 135. 

Here, Cozz’s, Inc. is a corporate plaintiff. There is nothing in the record before the Court to 
suggest that either the public in general or any individual consumers are either parties to the 
ERS Contract or involved in the ERS Contract. The ERS Contract appears to the Court to be a 
business arrangement between AAA NCNU and Cozz’s, Inc. 

To support its position that the breach of a contract between two corporate entities can be the 
basis for a 17200 claim “so long as it is also unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent,” the class cites 
Puentes v. Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, Inc. (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 638 and a federal case, 
Shroyer v. New Cingular Wireless Services Inc. (9th Cir. 2010) 622 F.3d 1035. Puentes stands 
for the proposition that conduct that breaches a contract may also form the basis for a 17200 
claim so long as that conduct also is unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent. Puentes at p. 645. However, 
the plaintiffs in Puentes were individual consumers. Nowhere does Puentes say that a corporate 
plaintiff may recover under 17200 for a breach of contract. 
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Shroyer similarly does not aid the class. In the first instance, Shroyer is a Ninth Circuit case, so 
it does not bind this Court. Shroyer also (arguably) stands for the proposition that conduct that 
breaches a contract may also give rise to liability under 17200, if that conduct is also unlawful, 
unfair, or fraudulent. Shroyer at pp. 1043-1044. However, the plaintiff in Shroyer was an 
individual consumer. Nowhere in Shroyer can the Court locate a statement that a corporate 
plaintiff may recover under 17200 for breaches of contract. 

The Court concludes that to the extent Cozz’s, Inc.’s 17200 claim is tethered to AAA NCNU’s 
alleged breaches of the ERS Contract, the claim fails as a matter of law. 

In opposition, the class argues that the 17200 claim also is tethered to AAA NCNU’s alleged 
misclassification. In other words, AAA NCNU misclassified Cozz’s, Inc. and therefore its conduct 
was unfair, unlawful, or fraudulent within the meaning of 17200. The class cites three cases in 
support of that argument: Ruiz v. Affinity Logistics Corp. (9th Cir. 2014) 754 F.3d 1093, Alabama 
Power Co. v. Bodine (Ala. Supreme Court 1925) 213 Ala. 627, and McWilliams v. Detroit Cent. 
Mills Co. (Mich. Supreme Court 1875) 31 Mich. 274. For its part, AAA NCNU cites Automatic 
Canteen Co. v. State Bd. of Equalization (1965) 238 Cal.App.2d 372 for the proposition that a 
corporate entity such as Cozz’s cannot be misclassified. 

However, the Court need not decide the legal question of whether Cozz’s, Inc. can be 
misclassified.  

The 2AC does not allege any facts that would support the conclusion that Cozz’s, Inc. (rather 
than Michael, Rena, and Nathan Cozzitorto individually) was misclassified. Thus, that has not 
been put at issue in this case. 

For example, paragraph 4 of the 2AC alleges misclassification of “[a]ll individuals who work in a 
AAA NCNU Contract Station and provide Emergency Road Services for the benefit of AAA’s 
members (including [Michael, Rena, and Nathan Cozzitorto]).” Paragraph 4 says that those 
individuals “were misclassified by AAA NCNU as ‘independent contractors.’” Paragraph 4 
concludes by alleging that AAA NCNU controlled the work performed by “Individual Plaintiffs 
and all other AAA NCNU Emergency Road Service Providers, they are, in fact, “employees” of 
AAA NCNU. (The Court notes here that “Emergency Road Service Providers” is defined by the 
2AC as “those individuals who provide Emergency Road Service to AAA members.” (2AC ¶ 1.).) 

Paragraph 5 details AAA NCNU’s “control over [Michael, Rena, and Nathan Cozzitorto] and … 
Emergency Road Service Providers.” Paragraph 7 alleges that Michael, Rena, and Nathan 
Cozzitorto and Emergency Road Service Providers are misclassified. Paragraph 8 is much the 
same. Paragraph 23 reiterates that AAA NCNU “exercises complete and total control over every 
aspect of the Emergency Road Services provided by Individual Plaintiffs and all other similarly 
situated Emergency Road Service Providers.” Paragraphs 24-34 detail that control, but the 
allegations are related to individual people, not Cozz’s, Inc. or any other Contract Station. Other 
paragraphs are much the same. The Court has scoured the 2AC, and finds no facts alleged that 
Cozz’s, Inc. was misclassified. The 2AC does not even have a conclusory allegation that 
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Cozz’s, Inc. was misclassified. Put simply, the 2AC does not seem to even contemplate the 
possibility that Cozz’s, Inc. (as opposed to Michael, Rena, and Nathan Cozzitorto) was 
misclassified. 

Further illuminating this issue, when the Court granted class certification in November 2016, it 
certified a 17200 Class that was limited to “persons … who were not classified as employees by 
AAA NCNU.” It also certified an Owner Subclass, limited to “persons … who were not classified 
as employees by AAA NCNU.” Cozz’s, Inc. is not a member of either class. Cozz’s Inc. is a 
member of the certified Breach of Contract Class, but that class definition has nothing to do with 
alleged misclassification. 

The pleadings limit the issues presented for summary judgment. Nieto v. Blue Shield of 
California Life & Health Ins. (2010) 181 Cal.App.4th 60, 73; Laabs v. City of Victorville (2008) 
163 Cal.App.4th 1242, 1258. The Court cannot deny summary judgment on the basis of issues 
not raised by the pleadings. Id. 

Opposing the motion, the class asserts for the first time that Cozz’s, Inc. was itself misclassified. 
The Court does not find anything in the 2AC to support that. 

The motion is granted as to Cozz’s, Inc.’s 17200 claim as it currently is pled. The Court has no 
occasion to pass on whether Cozz’s, Inc. could state a claim that it was misclassified, or 
whether such a claim would have merit. 
 
Labor Code section 2802 
 
(Pertains to AAA NCNU’s motion filed at 2:32 p.m. on May 13, 2016.) 
 
Next is a motion for summary judgment brought by AAA NCNU as to Plaintiffs’ first (Labor Code 
section 2802) and second (Business and Professions Code section 17200 et seq. (“UCL”)) 
causes of action as alleged by Plaintiffs Michael Cozzitorto Sr., Rena Cozzitorto, and Nathan 
Cozzitorto’s (“Individual Plaintiffs”) in their Second Amended Complaint.  For the reasons set 
forth below, the motion is granted as to the first cause of action but denied as to the second 
cause of action. 

I. First Cause of Action: Labor Code Section 2802 
 

Plaintiffs’ first cause of action alleges that AAA NCNU failed to adequately reimburse Individual 
Plaintiffs for expenses incurred while performing work for AAA NCNU as required by Labor 
Code section 2802.  Labor Code section 2802 states, in part, as follows: 

An employer shall indemnify his or her employee for all necessary expenditures 
or losses incurred by the employee in direct consequence of the discharge of his 
or her duties.  
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Defendant seeks summary judgment on the ground that the Individual Plaintiffs did not incur any 
“expenditures or losses.”    

No expenses were directly incurred by Individual Plaintiffs.  Rather, plaintiffs argue they were 
incurred “through” Cozz’s Inc. But to allow Individual Plaintiffs to recover expenses incurred by 
Cozz’s would impermissibly disregard the corporate entity.    

The relevant facts are virtually undisputed.  Individual Plaintiffs do not dispute that Cozz’s the 
entity paid for all business costs, but instead assert that “AAA NCNU required Michael and Rena 
Cozzitorto, as owners of Cozz’s, to incur substantial expenses through Cozz’s in order to 
perform AAA NCNU emergency road service.”  (Reply Separate Statement of Undisputed 
Material Facts (“UMF”) 41, 43.)  There are no facts to suggest that any individual or entity other 
than Cozz’s incurred expenses directly.  

To allow Individual Plaintiffs to recover expenses “paid through Cozz’s” would require the Court 
to ignore that the Cozz’s is a distinct entity.  Subject to a few distinct exceptions, none of which 
are applicable to the present case, individuals are not allowed to “weave in and out of corporate 
status when it suits the business objective of the day.”  See Grotenhuis v. County of Santa 
Barbara (2010) 182 Cal.App.4th 1158, 1164; see Opp v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. (2007) 
154 Cal.App.4th 71, 76 (“An individual who has obtained the benefits of corporate limited liability 
will not be permitted to repudiate corporate existence just because the corporation has become 
an inconvenience.”).   

Individual Plaintiffs cite cases that stand for the proposition that the presence of a corporate 
intermediary does not preclude a finding of an employment relationship.  Most prominently, 
Individual Plaintiffs cite Ruiz v. Affinity Logistics Corp. (9th Cir. 2014) 754 F.3d 1093 (“Ruiz”).  
Ruiz, however, is distinguishable.  There, the employer company told drivers that if they wanted 
to be hired they needed to first acquire a fictitious business name, a business license, and 
commercial checking account.  Id. at p. 1096.  Despite the fact that the employer contracted with 
corporate entities (rather than individuals) to complete deliveries, the Ninth Circuit held that the 
individual delivery drivers were employees.  Id. at p. 1105.   
 
Crucial to the Ninth Circuit’s analysis in Ruiz was that “these businesses were in name only.”  
Ruiz, supra, 754 F.3d at p. 1105.  “The drivers’ only business was with [the employer company] 
because the drivers could not use their trucks for any other purpose other than their work for 
[the employer company].”  Id. at p. 1004.  By contrast here, Individual Plaintiffs formed Cozz’s 
long before it contracted with AAA NCNU and used Cozz’s as the entity with which it entered 
agreements to tow for, e.g.,  the California Highway Patrol and Sacramento Sheriff’s 
Deparment.  (UMF 13-14.)  In addition, even while performing work for AAA NCNU, Cozz’s 
provided auto body and mechanical services for Mercury Insurance and State Farm.  (UMF 9.)  
In short, Cozz’s was a distinct business, not merely a sham corporation designed to disguise 
what was an employer-employee relationship in fact.  
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Allowing Individual Plaintiffs to recover expenses paid by Cozz’s would be to impermissibly 
disregard the corporate form.  See Aladdin Oil Corp. v. Perluss (1964) 230 Cal. App. 2d 603, 
614 (“Parties who determine to avail themselves of the right to do business by means of the 
establishment of a corporate entity must assume the burdens thereof as well as the privileges.”). 

For the forgoing reasons, the Court grants AAA NCNU motion for summary adjudication 
regarding Individual Plaintiffs’ section 2802 claim. 

II. Second Cause of Action: Business and Professions Code Section 17200, et 
seq. 
 

In their second cause of action, Individual Plaintiffs assert that if they are in fact employees, that 
they are entitled to the same retirement benefits as similarly situated AAA NCNU employees.  In 
response, AAA NCNU argues that any claims related to retirement benefits are preempted by 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (“ERISA”).  The Court finds that Individual 
Plaintiffs claims are not preempted because Individual Plaintiffs’ UCL claims neither reference or 
bear an impermissible connection to ERISA. 

“The purpose of ERISA is to provide a uniform regulatory regime over employee benefit plans. 
To this end, ERISA includes expansive pre-emption provisions, which are intended to ensure 
that employee benefit plan regulation would be “exclusively a federal concern.””  Aetna Health 
Inc. v. Davila (2004) 542 U.S. 200, 208.  However, where “a state law falls within a field of 
traditional state regulation, the party claiming preemption bears a “considerable burden” to 
overcome the “starting presumption” that Congress did not intend to supplant state law.”  Skillin 
v. Rady Children's Hospital-San Diego (2017) 18 Cal.App.5th 35, 44 (“Skillin”).  A state law is 
only preempted “if it either [A.] makes “reference to” or [B.] has an impermissible “connection 
with” an ERISA plan.”   Id. 

A. Reference to an ERISA Plan 
 

The Court finds that Individual Plaintiffs’ UCL claim does not reference an ERISA plan.  “Under 
the “‘“reference to”’” prong, ERISA preempts a state law that “‘acts immediately and exclusively 
upon ERISA plans … or where the existence of ERISA plans is essential to the law's 
operation.’””  Skillin, supra, 18 Cal.App.5th at p. 44. 

The Business and Professions Code provision in question is generally applicable, not aimed 
specifically at ERISA plans.  Furthermore, Individual Plaintiffs’ argument that they are entitled to 
the same benefits as other similarly situated AAA NCNU employees is not dependent on the 
existence of an ERISA plan specifically, but rather the existence of employee benefits in 
general.  Cf. Skillin, supra, 18 Cal.App.5th at p. 45. 

B. Impermissible Connection with an ERISA Plan 
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The Court further finds that the second prong of ERISA preemption is not satisfied.  The Court 
of Appeal explained the impermissible connection prong as follows:  

“A state law has an impermissible “connection with” an ERISA plan if it “‘governs 
… a central matter of plan administration’” or “if ‘acute, albeit indirect, economic 
effects’ of the state law ‘force an ERISA plan to adopt a certain scheme of 
substantive coverage or effectively restrict its choice of insurers.’”  We look at 
ERISA's objectives and consider the state law's impact to determine whether 
Congress intended preemption.  A state law that covers issues “quite remote 
from the areas with which ERISA is expressly concerned” is not preempted.  By 
contrast, a “direct regulation of a fundamental ERISA function” is preempted. 

Skillin, supra, 18 Cal.App.5th at pp. 44-45 (citations removed). 

“ERISA was passed by Congress in 1974 to safeguard employees from the abuse and 
mismanagement of funds that had been accumulated to finance various types of employee 
benefits.”  Massachusetts v. Morash (1989) 490 U.S. 107, 112.  “It sets forth reporting and 
disclosure obligations for plans, imposes a fiduciary standard of care for plan administrators, 
and establishes schedules for the vesting and accrual of pension benefits.”  Id. 

Here, any connection Individual Plaintiffs’ claim has with an ERISA plan is tangential at most.  
Plaintiffs are seeking damages equivalent to the value of the benefits had they been enrolled in 
an ERISA plan.  But payment of damages does not create an impermissible connection with an 
ERISA plan. 

Accordingly, the Court finds that Individual Plaintiffs’ UCL claims are not preempted by ERISA. 

C. Unfair Business Practices, Misclassification  
 

AAA NCNU further asserts that Individual Plaintiffs’ UCL claim fails because AAA NCNU’s 
business practices were not unfair as a matter of law.  This argument fails because triable 
issues remain at the very least as to whether Individual Plaintiffs were misclassified as 
employees, thereby leading to unfair treatment.  (See UMF 75-86.) 

The Court of Appeal defined unfair competition broadly:  

“Unfair competition is defined to include ‘unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business 
practice and unfair, deceptive, untrue or misleading advertising.’  California 
courts have consistently interpreted such language broadly.  An ‘unlawful 
business activity’ includes ‘“anything that can properly be called a business 
practice and that at the same time is forbidden by law.”’   

Consumers Union of United States v. Fisher Dev. (1989) 208 Cal.App.3d 1433, 1438 
(citations removed). 
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If Individual Plaintiffs were in fact employees of AAA NCNU, triable issues remain as to 
whether that misclassification led to business practices conducted in violation of the 
Labor Code, thereby also violating the UCL.  For example, findings of fact would be 
necessary to determine whether Individual Plaintiffs were wrongfully denied health 
benefits AAA NCNU made available to similarly situated employees. 

In a similar vein, AAA NCNU argues that Individual Plaintiffs’ second cause of action fails 
because, as a matter of law, Individual Plaintiffs were not misclassified as independent 
contractors.  This argument is also rejected because whether Individual Plaintiffs were 
misclassified is a question of fact that is still in dispute.  See S. G. Borello & Sons, Inc. v. 
Department of Industrial Relations (1989) 48 Cal.3d 341, 349 (“[t]he determination of employee 
or independent-contractor status is one of fact if dependent upon the resolution of disputed 
evidence or inferences”); see also UMF 75-86.) 

For the reasons stated, AAA NCNU’s motion as to the second cause of action is denied. 

 
Affirmative Defenses 
 
(Pertains to the class’s motion filed at 2:30 p.m. on May 13, 2016.) 
 
Rule of Court 3.1350 is not permissive. It is mandatory. AAA NCNU observes that the class’s 
motion related to AAA NCNU’s affirmative defenses fails to comply with Rule 3.1350, and AAA 
NCNU opposes the motion on that basis. The summary judgment statute gives the Court 
discretion to deny the motion due to the violation. Code of Civil Procedure section 437c(b)(1).  

In reply, the class does not argue that the motion complied with the rule; only that its violations 
were not prejudicial because AAA NCNU was able to respond to the motion substantively. That 
is not the standard that governs, however. Summary judgment and summary adjudication are 
draconian remedies, and procedural safeguards designed to prevent litigants from suffering 
summary disposition of their claims or defenses in the absence of proper notice cannot be 
ignored by the Court; particularly in the face of a Rule of Court containing mandatory language. 

The motion fails to comply with Rule of Court 3.1350. It is denied. 
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 5.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSC13-02656 
CASE NAME: COZZITORTO VS. AAA 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The parties shall appear. If the tentative rulings set forth above in Line 4 are not contested, the 
appearance may be via CourtCall. 

  

 6.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC17-01766 
CASE NAME: CONSUMER OPINION VS ZCS 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of CONSUMER OPINION LLC FILED 
BY MARK W LAPHAM ESQ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued by the Court to February 8, 2018, at 8:30 a.m. 

  

 7.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC17-01766 
CASE NAME: CONSUMER OPINION VS ZCS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ANTI-SLAPP MOTION TO STRIKE ENTIRE 
COMPLAINT FILED BY MARK W LAPHAM ESQ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued by the Court to February 8, 2018, at 8:30 a.m. 
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 8.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSL15-03057 
CASE NAME: BANK OF AMERICA VS. SOLTYS; DE 
HEARING ON OSC RE: FAILURE TO FILE DISMISSAL ON CONDITIONAL 
SETTLEMENT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
There is no response to the Order to Show Cause.  The case is dismissed without prejudice. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSL17-01522 
CASE NAME: SYNCHRONY BANK VS CALDERONE 
HEARING ON OSC RE: FAILURE TO FILE PROOF OF SERVICE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
There is no response to the Order to Show Cause.  The case is dismissed without prejudice. 

  

10.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSL17-01623 
CASE NAME: CAPITAL ONE VS. SHEPHARD 
HEARING ON OSC RE: FAILURE TO FILE PROOF OF SERVICE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
There is no response to the Order to Show Cause.  The case is dismissed without prejudice. 
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11.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSL17-01763 
CASE NAME: LVNV FUNDING VS CORTEZ 
HEARING ON OSC RE: FAILURE TO FILE PROOF OF SERVICE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
There is no response to the Order to Show Cause.  The case is dismissed without prejudice. 

 


